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deprived of his one real right, to decide those local, professional,
religious, family matters on which he is competent. Now the
King, secure in his position, fearing no parliamentary crisis,
can afford to restore these local liberties which will simplify
the business of government and make Frenchmen really free
once more and not mere fractions of an abstract sovereignty.
Only the Monarchy can and dare decentralize.
One can deny the conclusion and agree with the general
plea: the campaign for decentralization carried on by the
"Action frangaise " was urgently needed and the opposition
thereto a piece of reactionary Jacobinism. As we shall return
to this question in our concluding chapter we need only point
out here that decentralization -as advocated by the " Action
frangaise " is, after all, a very limited thing : one can imagine the
outcry if any autonomous unit were to attempt a policy which
M. Maurras and his friends would consider to be dangerous
to State and nation : no plea of local freedom would avail, and
the Royal authority would soon show to the innovators how
short was the chain by which they were tied. But even a short
chain is better-than fetters.
Foremost among the corporations to which liberty should
be restored stands the Church; and Maurras agrees with all
nationalists in seeing in her the essential foundation of re-
established authority. But if he almost outbids Barres in his
championship of the institution, he outbids him no less in his
flat denial both of her doctrines and of her ethics. " Catholic
atheist" as he terms himself, he is frankly hostile to Christian
teaching: self-sacrifice he spurns as a doctrine unworthy of a
real man, for whom power is what really counts in life1; sex
morality, the spiritual equality of men and women, do not
appeal to one who writes that " a woman without superstitions
is a monster, for woman was only meant to love God through
1 " Vous n'avez droit a la vie qu'autant que vous savez regner sur^celle des
autres " (Umon des trots Aristocraties). He is a keen admirer of Nietzsche's
" Superman " doctrine. (See, inter alia, Quand les Francis ne s'aimaitnt
pas, chap. ad.: " Sans sympathiser avec Nietzsche nous pumes entrevoir
que le barbare avait du bon. . . . C'est un auxilaire. Ce peut-etre une
autorite.")
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